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ABSTRACT 

 

 

 

Language comprehension requires millisecond level processing of semantic and syntactic 

information, yet children seem to integrate and comprehend all of this information with relative 

ease. Although this is done effortlessly, developmental differences exist in the speed by which 

children process speech. By understanding how variation in the developmental time-course of 

semantics and syntax may contribute to individual differences in language comprehension, we 

may lay a foundation to better understand how language develops in atypical populations. This 

study uses electroencephalography (EEG) to investigate how early school-age children, late 

school-age children, and adults process semantics and syntax in naturally paced sentences.  

Children ages 8-9 years, 12-13 years, and adults listened to semantically and syntactically correct 

and incorrect sentences and were asked to complete an acceptability judgment task. When 

processing a semantic error, there were no developmental differences in the N400; however, 

increases in theta, related to semantic processing, were greater for 8-9 year olds than 12-13 year 

olds and adults. These findings suggest that the N400 may be too gross a measure to identify 

more subtle aspects of semantic development that are ongoing in early school-aged children. For 
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the syntactic task, errors resulted in a larger P600 and greater beta decrease than correct 

sentences, but the location of the P600 and the amplitude of beta decreases differed as a function 

of age, suggesting specialization of syntactic skills is ongoing through adolescence. Taken 

together, the findings from the current study suggest that the neural substrates underlying 

semantic processing appear to reach adult-like levels at a younger age, while syntactic skills 

develop over a protracted time course to support comprehension of natural language. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Natural language comprehension is essential for social and academic success in children of 

all ages. This skill continues to develop from birth to 18 years or older and exhibits more 

individual variability into adolescence than is often recognized in current literature (Bates, Dale, 

& Thal, 1995; Nippold, 1988). Although children acquire lexical meaning and basic grammatical 

properties from a very early age, developmental neurolinguistic studies suggest that syntax is not 

processed independently from semantics until approximately ten years old (Behrens, 2015; 

Clark, 2004; Friederici, 2017; Hirsh-Pasek & Golinkoff, 2010; Montgomery, Evans, Gillam, 

Sergeev, & Finney, 2015; Nunez et al., 2011; Skeide, Brauer, & Friederici, 2014; Wu, 

Vissiennon, Friederici, & Brauer, 2016b). Variations in the developmental time-course of 

semantics and syntax may contribute to differences in language comprehension. Understanding 

these differences can lay a foundation to better understand how language develops in atypical 

populations (Thomas & Karmiloff-Smith, 2005). Although many behavioral studies have 

identified developmental differences in language comprehension (Bates et al., 1995; Bates & 

Dick, 2002; Caselli et al., 1995; Dick, Wulfeck, Krupa‐Kwiatkowski, & Bates, 2004); to date, 

little is understood about the developmental trajectory of underlying brain activation that 

contribute to natural language comprehension in typically developing, school-age children 

(Travis et al., 2011). The goal of the current study is to characterize the neural correlates 

underlying developmental differences in the time-course of semantic and syntactic processing in 

school-age children (8-9, 12-13 years) using electroencephalography (EEG). Identifying the 

neural correlates of natural language comprehension in typical populations is a necessary first 
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step in accomplishing my long-term goal of identifying the ways in which semantics and syntax 

develop in atypical populations, such as children with Specific Language Impairment.  

Linguistic components, such as semantics and syntax, are integrated during speech 

interpretation to form a comprehensive and cohesive message of what is being communicated. 

Integration of this information during natural language has been proposed as occurring at the 

onset of the sentence, so that listeners develop the structure and meaning on a word-by-word 

basis throughout the sentence (Borovsky, Elman, & Fernald, 2012; Marslen-Wilson & Tyler, 

1980; Montgomery et al., 2015). Research consistently demonstrates that this integration of 

semantics and syntax occurs with millisecond precision during spoken language processing 

(Friederici, 2002; Van Berkum, Jos J. A., Hagoort, & Brown, 1999); however, the developmental 

trajectory of semantics and syntax is still widely debated (Friederici & Hahne, 2001; Rodd, 

Vitello, Woollams, & Adank, 2015).  

Behavioral research has found wide individual variation in rate, style, and coordination of 

language skills in typically developing children (Chambers & Schilling, 2013; Cristia, Seidl, 

Junge, Soderstrom, & Hagoort, 2014; Montgomery et al., 2015); and studying the brain can 

clarify the nature and origins of these differences. Traditionally, neuropsychological studies of 

language development have used event related potentials (ERPs) as a temporally sensitive 

method of studying language with millisecond precision. Results suggest that semantic and 

syntactic abilities continue to develop through early adolescence (Brauer, Anwander, & 

Friederici, 2001; Friedrich & Friederici, 2004). Researchers have identified two distinct 

components using event related potential (ERP) peaks related to semantic and syntactic 

processing: the N400 and the P600. The N400 is an ERP component with a negative amplitude 
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over frontotemporal electrodes between approximately 300 to 500 milliseconds (msec) and has 

been linked to semantic processing (King & Kutas, 1995; Kutas & Federmeier, 2011; Neville, 

Mills, & Lawson, 1992). The N400 was first found in adults in response to reading contextually 

incongruent, sentence-final words (e.g. I take coffee with cream and dog; Kutas & Hillyard, 

1980). Additional research has extended these studies to other modalities, but have still reported 

the N400 as being equally sensitive to semantic violations in discourse, with the same time 

course as violations of word and sentence-level constraints (Kutas & Federmeier, 2011; Kutas & 

Federmeier, 2000; J. J. Van Berkum, 2009). The combination of these findings suggests that the 

N400 is an electrophysiological marker of semantic processing, across a wide range of sensory 

inputs (Kutas & Federmeier, 2011; Kutas & Federmeier, 2000; Travis et al., 2011). 

 While the N400 has been linked to processing of semantics, the P600 is more commonly 

linked to the processing of syntax.  Specifically, the P600 is an ERP component that displays a 

posterior distribution and is typically observed as a positive peak around 500 to 800 msec.  The 

P600 is often found in response to subject-verb agreement violations, verb or case inflections, 

and phrase structure violations (for review, see Kutas & Federmeier, 2007).  Importantly, the 

P600 has been found in response to grammatical violations, regardless of their position within a 

sentence, and grammatical processing more broadly (Davidson & Indefrey, 2007; Hagoort, 

Brown, & Groothusen, 1993; Osterhout & Holcomb, 1992; Osterhout, 1997). Based on the 

presence of a P600 during syntactic violations across various paradigms, this ERP component 

has been presumed to reflect aspects of syntactic processing difficulties.  Although these 

foundational studies inform the field of psycholinguistics about the nature of semantic and 
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syntactic processing in the brain, researchers only recently began studying how the neurological 

underpinnings of these processes develop. 

Behavioral and neuroimaging research indicate that there is a prolonged development of 

effective semantic and syntactic processing and their neural substrates that continues through age 

12 or later (Atchley et al., 2006; Brauer & Friederici, 2007; Friederici & Hahne, 2001; Friederici, 

2017; Friederici & Singer, 2015; Friedrich & Friederici, 2004; Schneider, Abel, Ogiela, 

Middleton, & Maguire, 2016; Silva-Pereyra, Rivera-Gaxiola, & Kuhl, 2005; Skeide et al., 2014; 

Wu, Vissiennon, Friederici, & Brauer, 2016a). While the spatiotemporal patterns underlying the 

N400 are generally stable from infancy to adulthood (Travis et al., 2011), ERP research 

consistently reports a decrease in the N400 latency with increasing age (Atchley et al., 2006; 

Holcomb, Coffey, & Neville, 1992; Travis et al., 2011). Considerably less research has been 

conducted on the development of neural processes underlying syntactic knowledge; however, 

neurophysiological findings suggest syntactic abilities develop through early adolescence to 

support language comprehension (Atchley et al., 2006; Friedrich & Friederici, 2004; Schneider 

et al., 2016). In ERP studies of semantic and syntactic sentence processing, participants heard or 

read sentences containing either a semantic or syntactic error.  Both children and adults 

demonstrated a larger N400 for semantic errors and a larger P600 for grammatical errors 

compared to correct sentences. Although stimuli and procedures across these studies differed, 

children generally displayed a later, larger, more broadly distributed N400 response and smaller, 

later P600 response than adults (Benau, Morris, & Couperus, 2011; Friederici, 2006; Friedrich & 

Friederici, 2004; Hahne, Eckstein, & Friederici, 2004; Männel & Friederici, 2013; Schneider et 

al., 2016). These ERP differences indicate that, when language capabilities are taxed, children 
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demonstrate subtle processing differences compared to adults, suggesting typically developing 

children may engage different skills or strategies than adults during language comprehension 

(Holland et al., 2007). 

Although ERP findings shed light on developmental differences in sentence processing, 

the distinctiveness and timing of these two ERP peaks has caused many researchers to conclude 

that semantic and syntactic processes are not interrelated (Hagoort, 2003; Osterhout & Nicol, 

1999). ERPs, while informative, are phase-locked neural responses that are created by averaging 

across multiple trials of the same condition, causing syntactic and semantic processes to often 

appear separable (as represented by the N400 and P600) and resulting in a loss of valuable 

information pertaining to the neural mechanisms driving oscillatory responses (Cohen, 2014). 

Fortunately, recent computational advances allow the EEG signal to be decomposed into 

different frequencies using time frequency analysis. Time frequency analysis can identify non-

phase-locked neural responses to semantic and syntactic information across multiple frequencies 

by revealing changes in the amplitude of oscillations induced by behavioral events (Kielar, 

Meltzer, Moreno, Alain, & Bialystok, 2014; Pfurtscheller & Lopes, 1999). Each individual trial 

is Fourier transformed resulting in a two-dimensional data matrix, consisting of spectral power 

changes across time windows and frequencies, for each trial.  These power values are then 

averaged across trials and normalized as deviations from baseline. These changes in power do 

not depend on precise phase locking of the amplitude change across trials, as do ERPs, and are 

therefore more sensitive to signal changes driven by neural processes (Kielar et al., 2014). This 

sensitivity to neural processes using time frequency analysis, which may be averaged out in the 
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ERP, allow for a more comprehensive interpretation of the neural processes underlying syntactic 

and semantic processing (Cohen, 2014). 

Time frequency analysis has been successfully applied to a variety of questions related to 

language. One of the most common findings is the link between the theta frequency and semantic 

processing, although theta has also been implicated in a range of other cognitive processes. 

During individual word processing, all words elicit an increase in theta power between 300 and 

500 msec after stimulus presentation over midfrontal areas (Bastiaansen, Van Der Linden, Ter 

Keurs, Dijkstra, & Hagoort, 2005); however, more semantically robust words (i.e., commonly 

used nouns, verbs, and adjectives) result in additional theta increases over left occipital and 

temporal areas. The authors attributed this increase in theta to greater engagement of widespread 

functional networks related to the semantic properties of words with more robust meanings 

(Bastiaansen et al., 2005). Increases in theta are also apparent during single word processing, 

regardless of modality. Bastiaansen, Oostenveld, Jensen and Hagoort (2008) found that words 

with visual semantic properties (i.e., colors, shapes) elicited a theta power increases at occipital 

electrodes, while words with auditory semantic properties (i.e., sounds) demonstrated an increase 

in theta at temporal electrodes. These findings add to evidence that changes in brain dynamics 

within the theta band are functionally related to the retrieval of lexical semantic information 

(Bastiaansen, Oostenveld, Jensen, & Hagoort, 2008).   

More recent research investigating the role of theta in online sentence processing, rather 

than at the single word level, has reported similar increases in theta. Although theta increases 

with each incoming word, theta power is greater when a sentence consists of a semantically 

incongruent word compared to when the words are semantically congruent (Bastiaansen, 
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Magyari, & Hagoort, 2010). Based on these findings in adult participants, it appears that theta, 

similar to the N400, indexes semantic aspects of language processing including retrieval and 

integration (Bastiaansen, Van Berkum, & Hagoort, 2002; Bastiaansen et al., 2010; Davidson & 

Indefrey, 2007; Hagoort, Hald, Bastiaansen, & Petersson, 2004; Hald, Bastiaansen, & Hagoort, 

2006; Wang et al., 2012). The only study to date that investigates the role of both theta and the 

N400 during auditory, online sentence processing in children found that during identification of a 

syntactic error, 10-12 year old children demonstrated both an N400 and theta power increase 

(Schneider et al., 2016). The N400 and theta, which are generally seen as neural markers of 

semantic processing, were absent in adults during identification of the same syntactic error.  

These findings suggest older children rely upon semantic knowledge during processing of a 

syntactic error in naturally-paced auditory speech, and highlight the importance of investigating 

later language development as it appears to be ongoing. 

In addition to changes in theta, research using time frequency analysis in adults has 

identified changes in the beta frequency band (12-30 Hz) as relating to both semantic 

(Bastiaansen & Hagoort, 2015; Lam, Schoffelen, Uddén, Hultén, & Hagoort, 2016; Lam, 

Schoffelen, Uddén, Hultén, & Hagoort, ) and syntactic unification (Bastiaansen et al., 2010; 

Davidson & Indefrey, 2007). According to theories of syntactic unification, each incoming word 

in a sentence activates multiple syntactic possibilities, called “lexical frames” (Vosse & Kempen, 

2000). These lexical frames specify the potential structural environment for each incoming word, 

and are combined based on various features and constraints to create one stable syntactic 

structure by which the semantic information may be integrated and decoded. Related to time 

frequency analysis, beta increases with each word in a visually-presented grammatically correct 
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sentence, but decreases at the point of a syntactic error in a sentence because unification 

processes fail (Bastiaansen et al., 2010; Davidson & Indefrey, 2007). Based on these findings it 

appears that during sentence processing, as a stable syntactic structure is being built to support 

semantic integration beta increases, which is indicative of successful unification (Bastiaansen et 

al., 2010; Lam et al., 2016; Shahin, Picton, & Miller, 2009). Alternatively, in the presence of an 

error, the ability to unify syntactic information in the sentence fails, resulting in a beta decrease 

(Lam et al., 2016; Bastiaansen & Hagoort, 2015). Only one study to date has investigated the 

role of both the P600 and beta during online sentence processing in children. Schneider et al. 

(2016) found that both adults and children demonstrated a P600 and beta power decrease for 

syntactic errors in a sentence; however, children demonstrated a later P600 and smaller beta 

power decrease compared to adults suggesting syntactic development is ongoing. These findings 

indicate that, although beta responds differently than the P600 to a syntactic violation, both are 

related to syntactic processing, which continues to develop into adolescence. 

The current study differs from this previous study by Schneider et al. (2016) in three 

ways.  First, the current study will include not only syntactic errors, but also semantic errors. 

Second, the current study includes children at two ages, rather than just 10-12 year olds, 

providing a more comprehensive understanding of language development throughout later 

childhood and adolescence. Third, in contrast to the third-person singular agreement error that 

was examined in the previous study (e.g., he goes, he go), the current study focuses on a more 

obvious syntactic error. Specifically, the omission of the present progressive verb marker –ing 

(e.g., ball is bouncing, ball is bounce), thus enabling an examination of the generalizability of 

developmental differences across multiple grammatical structures. The current study will build 
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upon the previous findings to more fully understand both semantic and syntactic processing, how 

they develop and are integrated, and identify if processing differences are consistent across 

different types of errors. 

On the surface, it seems that theta and beta are similar to the N400 and P600 ERP responses, 

indexing semantic and syntactic processing, respectively; but the addition of frequency 

information with time frequency analysis can capture even more information provided by the 

EEG compared to ERPs (Cohen, 2014). Recent research suggests time frequency analysis can 

identify developmental differences during online sentence processing between children and 

adults; however, these studies have yet to identify the developmental trajectory for both semantic 

and syntactic processing within the sentence context. The purpose of the current study is to use 

ERP analysis and time frequency analysis to clarify developmental differences in the time-course 

and integration of semantic and syntactic processing during natural, auditory sentence 

comprehension in typically developing young school-age children (8-9 years), older school-age 

children (12-13 years), and adults. The findings from the current study aim to clarify when 

complex language processes become mature in the brain, and to what extent the neural indices 

supporting early language comprehension become adult-like.  

Related to semantic development, I predict that each age group will exhibit an N400 response 

and increase in theta for semantic errors. Further, younger children (8-9 years) will demonstrate a 

more widespread, larger N400 response and a greater increase in theta power than both older 

children (12-13 years) and adults, consistent with research indicating that the N400 effect 

decreases with age (Holcomb et al., 1992). These predictions are based on previous EEG studies 

reporting that children, relative to adults, generally displaying a later, larger and more broadly 
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distributed N400 (Friedrich & Friederici, 2004; Hahne et al., 2004) and increase in theta during 

semantic processing (Bastiaansen, van Berkum, & Hagoort, 2002; Bastiaansen et al., 2010; 

Davidson & Indefrey, 2007; Hagoort et al., 2004; Hald et al., 2006). The findings from the 

current study would demonstrate that semantic processing is ongoing in childhood, but reaches 

adult-like levels of processing before adolescence. Related to syntactic development, I predict 

that each age group will exhibit a P600 response and decrease in beta to syntactic errors. 

Additionally, in comparison to adults, children of both age groups (8-9, 12-13 years) will 

demonstrate a smaller, later P600 response and a smaller decrease in beta power.  These 

predictions are based on previous EEG studies suggesting children, relative to adults, display a 

smaller and later P600 (Friedrich & Friederici, 2004; Hahne et al., 2004; Skeide et al., 2014) and 

research relating decreases in beta to syntactic processing (Bastiaansen et al., 2010; Davidson & 

Indefrey, 2007; Schneider et al., 2016). These findings would suggest that the neural 

mechanisms underlying semantic skills appear to reach adult-like levels at a younger age, while 

syntactic skills develop over a protracted time course. The findings of the current study seek to 

establish a neurological basis for cognitive correlates that support sentence processing, so we 

may begin to bridge the gap to atypical populations by developing targeted individualized 

interventions. 
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CHAPTER 2 

METHODS  

 

2.1 Participants 

Participants enrolled in the study included 49 adults (Mage=22.2, SDage=3.9, 15 males), 32 

children ages 12-13 (Mage=12.8, SDage=.61, 19 males), and 35 children ages 8-9 (Mage=9.1, 

SDage=.56, 20 males). All participants were right-handed, English-speakers, with no history of 

significant neurological issues (traumatic brain injury, CVA, seizure disorders, history of high 

fevers, tumors, or learning disabilities), based on adult self-report and parental report for child 

participants. Additional exclusion criteria includes left-handedness, use of alcohol or controlled 

substances within 24 hours of testing, and medications other than over-the-counter analgesics 

and birth control. All participants passed a pure-tone audiometric screening test (125hz-8 kHz; -

5dBHL-80dBHL) to ensure adequate hearing sensitivity. Based on these criteria, 9 adults were 

excluded; 2 of whom were left-handed and 7 of whom were medicated for depression, anxiety, 

ADD, ADHD, or seizure. For child participants, the Clinical Evaluation of Language 

Fundamentals Screening Test- Fifth edition (CELF-5 Screening Test; (Wiig, Semel, & Secord, 

2003) determined further exclusionary criteria. Specifically, children with a standard score of 80 

or below would have been excluded, as the CELF-5 recommends this cut off of 1.3 SD away 

from the mean as accounting for 97% of children with a language impairment. All children 

performed above this cut-off, and therefore, were not excluded. Since performance on digit span 

tasks is related to language learning abilities, all children also completed a digit span task 

(Schroeder, Twumasi-Ankrah, Baade, & Marshall, 2012). Scores from this test were normed, and 

exclusion from the study was based on digit span scores that fell two standard deviations below 
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the mean. One 9-year-old child was removed due to a previous diagnosis of ADHD and 4 

additional 8-9 year-olds were removed as they fell two standard deviations below the mean on 

the digit span.  

In addition to excluding participants’ based on aforementioned guidelines, 3 adults were 

removed from the study as we experienced difficulties during data collection with recording 

impedances below 15 kΩ. One 12-year-old was removed due to difficulties with data collections. 

Taken together, the current study resulted in the final analysis of 37 adults (Mage=22.2, 

SDage=3.9, 10 males), 31 children ages 12-13 (Mage=12.8, SDage=.58, 18 males), and 30 children 

ages 8-9 (Mage=9.1, SDage=.60, 14 males). Detailed information related to demographic variables 

for the remaining participants may be found in Table 1. Adults gave written consent to 

participate, and for children, parental consent and child assent was obtained, all of which was in 

accordance with the Institutional Review Board of The University of Texas at Dallas. This study 

was conducted according to the Good Clinical Practice Guidelines, the Declaration of Helsinki, 

and the U.S. Code of Federal Regulations.  

Table 1. Demographic and exclusion criteria by age group. 

Age Group NWR  

Mean(SD) 

Digit Span 

Mean(SD) 

CELF CLS 

Mean(SD) 

8-9  

year olds 

92.4 (5.18) 8.1 (2.24) 121.9 (17.16) 

12-13 year olds 94.8 (4.37) 10.8 (2.3) 115.9 (16.86) 
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2.2 Stimuli 

The main goal of the current study was to begin disentangling developmental differences 

in the neural indices underlying semantic and syntactic processes during auditory sentence 

processing. Following previous studies (Osterhout & Nicol, 1999), the current study included 

three sentence types (correct, semantic violation, syntactic violation) to gauge distinct neural 

processes (examples in Table 2 and 3).  Filler sentences were also included to ensure there were 

more correct trials than incorrect trials. Stimuli only included words within typically developing 

school-age children’s vocabularies (Fenson et al., 1994; Kuperman, Stadthagen-Gonzalez, & 

Brysbaert, 2012).  

All sentence types included a ‘target agent-action pairing’ in which an inanimate agent 

(noun) was paired with a modal verb and action verb (italicized in Table 3 and 4). In the correct 

sentences, the target agent-action pairing was both possible, in that the agent could complete the 

action, and grammatically correct, in that the modal verb and action verb agreed syntactically. 

The grammatically incorrect sentences included the target agent-action pairing, but the action 

included either the intrusion of a present participle (-ing) form of the verb (i.e., will baking) or 

the omission of a present participle (-ing) form of the verb following the ‘be’ verb (i.e., will be 

bake). The semantic violation also included the target agent-action pairing and was 

grammatically plausible, but introduced an unsuitable pairing of actions with agents (i.e., hose-

bake).   

The current study was designed to ensure that the correct agent-action pairing, semantic 

mismatch and grammatical error occurred on the same word within each sentence. By 

implementing this design we were able to control for a variety of design issues, such as where in 
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the sentence the error occurred, the individual word class properties of the target agent and 

action, the phonetic qualities of the speech signal, variability in the intensity across the sentence, 

and the word immediately preceding this pairing. To implement this design and counterbalance 

across all three sentence types, the semantic violation involved the pairing of an inanimate object 

with an action. Research has produced mixed results in examining how animacy influences the 

modulation of the ERP signal.  

All stimuli for the semantic task were piloted with a population of undergraduate students 

(N=111) to ensure reliability of the target agent-action match and mismatch. Students were given 

a list of agents and corresponding actions that either matched or mismatched. They were then 

instructed to indicate on a 5 point Likert scale (-2-Complete Mismatch, -1-Somewhat Mismatch, 

0-Neutral, 1-Somewhat Match, 2-Complete Match) how strongly the agent-action pairing 

matched or mismatched. Scores were then averaged and only items that had an average above 1 

were classified as “match” and scores with an average below -1 were classified as “mismatch”. 

Next, the auditory sentences were piloted behaviorally with 25 additional college students to 

ensure the validity and reliability of the stimuli. Participants listened to sentences, just as they 

would in the task, and responded based on their opinions of correctness. Sentences that were not 

responded to as either a match or mismatch more than 80 percent of the time were removed from 

the task.  

2.3 Design 

All sentences were counterbalanced within tasks to control for presentation effects. For 

example, in the semantic task, every ‘matching’ action also served as a ‘mismatch’ to another 

agent (i.e., the oven bakes and the hose sprays, is counterbalanced so that the oven sprays and the 
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hose bakes). In the syntactic task, this was also done by presenting the same agent-action pairing 

as both a grammatical intrusion and omission error (i.e., the hose can be spray and the hose can 

spraying). The average duration of the verbs including the “ing” ending was .70 msec, and the 

average duration of the verbs without the “ing” ending was .84 msec. No agent was presented 

twice to one participant to ensure no repetition effects, and sentences were randomly sorted 

across eight conditions to ensure no order effects.  

For the target agent-action pairing, all action verbs and their associated objects had an 

age of acquisition before the age of 6 years (Kuperman et al., 2012). Each sentence began with a 

prepositional phrase, and had at least three words prior to and following the onset of the target 

verb, to ensure no start-up or wrap-up effects influenced the findings (Hagoort, 2003). 

Furthermore, all sentences included an inanimate object (agent) completing an action (i.e., hose-

spray). In each sentence, the action was preceded by a modal verb (i.e., can, will, should, might).   

Table 2. Example Stimuli involving an intrusion error. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 3. Example Stimuli involving an omission error. 

 

 

 

The experimental design was counterbalanced such that half of the participants 

completed the semantic task first and half performed the syntactic task first; the order of sentence 

presentation was pseudorandomized across tasks. The semantic task included 30 correct 

Sentence Type Example stimuli involving an intrusion error. 

Correct  Outside in the garden, the hose can spray water on the flowers. 

Semantic Error  Outside in the garden, the hose can bake water on the flowers. 

Syntactic Error  Outside in the garden, the hose can spraying water on the flowers. 

Sentence Type Example stimuli involving an omission error. 

Correct  Around dinnertime, the oven will be baking the turkey to eat. 

Semantic Error  Around dinnertime, the oven will be spraying the turkey to eat. 

Syntactic Error  Around dinnertime, the oven will be bake the turkey to eat. 
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sentences, 20 correct filler sentences, and 30 sentences containing a semantic error. The syntactic 

task included 30 correct sentences, 20 correct filler sentences, and 30 sentences containing a 

syntactic error. The purpose of using two separate tasks to present semantic and syntactic errors 

was due to the complexity of asking children to make both a semantic and syntactic decision 

within one task. Sentences presented in the semantic task never had the same agent-action 

pairing as sentences presented in the syntactic task. For a complete list of stimuli, see Appendix. 

2.4 Procedure 

Before the onset of either task, participants completed a short training session and 

received feedback on their performance following each response. Participants were instructed to 

respond after the conclusion of each sentence by pressing a button to indicate if they believed the 

sentence sounded possible or impossible (in the semantic condition) and correct or incorrect (in 

the syntactic condition). Responding “possible/correct” via button press was counterbalanced 

across participants to control for motor preference (i.e., some will respond with their right hand, 

others with their left). Participants commenced the main study once they reached 100% accuracy 

on 4 consecutive items on the training.   

The experimental design was counterbalanced such that half of the children performed 

the semantic task first and half performed the syntactic task first; the order of sentence 

presentation was pseudorandomized across tasks. All sentences were presented from a central 

speaker located 2 feet directly behind the participant’s seat at approximately 60 dB. Within one 

session, participants heard a total of 160 randomized sentences (80 in the semantic task, 80 in the 

syntactic task) and were instructed to respond only after the completion of each sentence. The 

semantic task included 30 correct sentences, 20 correct filler sentences, and 30 sentences 
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containing a semantic error. The syntactic task included 30 correct sentences, 20 correct filler 

sentences, and 30 sentences containing a syntactic error. Sentences that were presented in the 

semantic task were never repeated in the syntactic task. Participants were given a 5-minute break 

between the semantic and syntactic tasks. 

2.5 EEG Pre-processing 

Continuous EEG was collected at a sampling rate of 1000 Hz with CURRY 

Neuroimaging Suite software and analyzed within the EEGlab toolbox of Matlab. All continuous 

data was high-pass filtered at .1 Hz, low-pass filtered at 30 Hz, and resampled down to 500 Hz. 

Bad electrodes and areas of muscle activity/artifacts were removed from the continuous EEG 

data by using the clean raw data plug-in within EEGlab. Data was then decomposed using an 

Independent Components Analysis (ICA;(Delorme, Makeig, & Sejnowski, 2001). Independent 

component filters are automatically selected to produce the maximally temporally independent 

signals available in the continuous EEG data. These signals may represent synchronous or 

partially synchronous activity within one (or possibly more) cortical areas, otherwise they will 

identify activity from non-cortical sources (e.g., muscle activity, eye-blink artifacts, pulse, etc.). 

Once the data was decomposed by ICA, these non-cortical components were automatically 

identified and removed using the multiple artifact rejection algorithm (MARA) plug-in (Winkler, 

Haufe, & Tangermann, 2011; Winkler et al., 2014). Since the data was collected from a 64-

electrode cap, the data was re-referenced using the average across the entire scalp. The data was 

then epoched from 500 msec before to 1500 msec after the target verb onset and a spherical 

interpolation of missing channels was conducted on the epoched data. Since the current study 
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was interested in neural indices of successful sentence comprehension, only trials in which 

participants responded correctly were included in the analysis. 

2.6 Event Related Potentials 

 Then, using the ERPlab toolbox in Matlab, for each trial and electrode, the mean 

amplitude of the pre-stimulus interval (-100 to 0 msec) was subtracted from each time point in 

the post-stimulus interval to correct for baseline differences.  Single trials were then averaged 

together to obtain a stable waveform ERP for each condition and each electrode for every 

subject. Changes in the N400 were computed between 400-800 msec (Curran, Tucker, Kutas, & 

Posner, 1993; Kutas & Federmeier, 2011) and changes in the P600 were computed between 550-

750 and 750-950 msec (Friederici & Meyer, 2004). Significant differences between conditions 

were determined at an alpha value of .05. 

2.7 Time Frequency Analysis 

Time frequency analysis was used to quantify event-related spectral perturbations (ERSP) 

within the EEGlab toolbox of Matlab. The mean ERSP was computed for all data channels 

between 3 and 30 Hz and morlet wavelet analysis was applied to each epoch to measure the 

amount and phase of the data in each successive, overlapping time window, beginning with a 2-

cycle wavelet. To control the shape of the individual time and frequency windows, the number of 

cycles in the wavelets used for higher frequencies continued expanding slowly, reaching 0.5 

cycles in the equivalent fast Fourier transformed window at its highest frequency. This analysis 

was averaged across all trials, within each condition, and the mean baseline power at each 
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electrode and frequency was subtracted so that power differences revealed are relative to 

baseline (Delorme & Makeig, 2004). 

To determine statistical significance, we conducted a monte-carlo permutation analysis 

similar to that used by Maris and Oostenveld (2007) and Bastiaansen et al. (2010) using the 

EEGLab toolbox. This permutation involves: 1. Collecting EEG data for each of the 

experimental conditions, 2. Drawing as many trials from each combined data set as there are 

conditions and placing these additional trials within separate subsets (referred to as random 

partitioning) and 3. Calculating the test statistic based on this random partition. Steps 2 and 3 are 

repeated a 1000 times, based on data size and number of variables, then random test statistics are 

compared to the observed test statistic. The permutation p-value is the proportion of partitions 

where the observed test statistic is larger than the value drawn from the permutation test statistic. 

Permutation accuracy can be quantified by means of the well-known confidence interval of its 

binomial distribution (Ernst, 2004; Maris & Oostenveld, 2007). ERSP representations were 

plotted by collapsing across the cluster of electrodes identified as significant in the permutation 

analysis. Significant differences plotted in the ERSP indicate the mean significance across 

cluster-based electrodes within the designated time-window and frequency range. This statistical 

measure is well-designed within EEGlab and, therefore, has been calculated specifically to deal 

with the type of multidimensional data found in EEG studies. 
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CHAPTER 3 

RESULTS 

3.1 Behavioral Findings 

Following the completion of each sentence, participants were required to respond 

whether the sentence sounded correct/incorrect (syntactic task) or possible/impossible (semantic 

task). For the semantic task, a 2(Semantic task; correct, error) X 3(Age; 8-9, 12-13, Adults) 

repeated-measures ANOVA revealed a main effect of condition (F(1,94)=7.4, p<0.01, ηp2=.07) 

and a main effect of age (F(2,94)=20.5 p<0.001, ηp2=.30), but no interaction (F(2,94)=.26 

p=.26, ηp2=.03). Interestingly, the main effect of condition was driven by worse performance 

when identifying a semantically correct sentence than a semantic error (t(96)=-2.64, p<.01, 95% 

CI [-4.62,-.69]). However, the main effect of age was driven by the fact that 8-9 year olds did 

significantly worse when identifying a semantic error compared to 12-13 year olds (t(51.26)=-

3.17, p<0.005, 95% CI [-13.05,-2.94]) and adults (t(37.9)=-4.68, p<0.001, 95% CI [-15.02,-

5.94]). These findings indicate that although 8-9 year olds performed well overall on the 

semantic task, the introduction of an agent-action match or mismatch was somewhat more 

challenging for them than older children and adults. For the syntactic task, a 2(Syntactic task; 

correct, error) X 3(Age; 8-9, 12-13, Adults) repeated-measures ANOVA revealed an interaction 

(F(2,95)=5.3, p<0.007, ηp2=.10), a main effect of age (F(2,95)=6.2, p<0.005, ηp2=.12) and a 

main effect of condition (F(1,95)=8.1, p<0.005, ηp2=.08). The interaction effect was driven by 

all ages performing equally as well when identifying syntactic errors; however, 8-9 year olds did 

significantly worse than 12-13 year olds (t(59)=--3.1, p<0.005, 95% CI [-11.71,-2.46]) and 

adults (t(38.84)=-3.83, p<0.001, 95% CI [-11.6,-3.59]) when identifying syntactically correct 
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sentences. Means and standard deviations across ages and conditions for percent correct on the 

task can be found in Table 4. 

Table 4. Percent correct on semantic and syntactic tasks, by age group. 

Age Group Semantic 

Correct  

Mean (SD) 

Semantic 

Error 

Mean (SD) 

Syntactic 

Correct  

Mean (SD) 

Syntactic 

Error 

Mean (SD) 

8-9  83.2 (11.4) 85.4 (11.4) 87 (10) 94.1 (5.3) 

12-13  88.5 (8.9) 93.4 (7.9) 94.1 (7.9) 94.6 (6.1) 

Adults 94.9 (5.7) 95.9 (4.9) 94.6 (4.6) 95.0 (7.2) 

3.2 EEG Results 

For the current analyses I focused on three time windows of interest for both the ERP and 

time frequency analyses. To investigate differences in semantic processing I examined changes 

in the N400 between 400-800 msec at widespread electrodes (Bastiaansen et al., 2002; Davidson 

& Indefrey, 2007). I also examined changes in theta (4-8 Hz) between 400-800 msec. In relation 

to syntactic processing, I looked at changes in the P600 from 550-750 msec and 750-950 msec at 

widespread electrodes (Atchley et al., 2006; Hagoort et al., 1993). I also examined changes in the 

beta band (13-20 Hz) from 550-750 msec and 750-950 msec. Significance for the ERPs was 

determined at an alpha level of 0.05, and for the ERSPs using the previously mentioned cluster-

based permutation analysis at an alpha level of 0.05. Only trials in which participants responded 

correctly were included in these analyses, as I was interested in gauging successful semantic and 

syntactic processing.  
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3.2.1 Semantic Task 

The current study sought to clarify the neural indices of real-time, auditory semantic 

processing by investigating changes in the N400 effect and theta power, both of which have been 

associated with semantic integration. 

N400 Effect. 

I conducted a 6(Location; Left Frontal, Right Frontal, Left Central, Right Central, Left 

Posterior, Right Posterior) x 2(Semantic Condition; Correct, Error) x 3(Age; 8-9, 12-13, Adults) 

repeated-measures ANOVA between 400-800 msec after target verb onset. In line with my 

hypothesis, there was a significant main effect of condition (F(1,94)= 4.2, p< 0.05, ηp2=.04), 

driven by a greater negativity for semantic errors, when compared to semantically correct 

sentences at left central electrodes (see Figure 1). Although I predicted younger children, ages 8-

9, may demonstrate an N400 effect that was larger and later than older children and adults, there 

was no main effect of age (F(2,94)= .008, p=.99, ηp2=.00) or interaction (F(2,94)= .43, p=.65, 

ηp2=.01).  

Theta Power Changes. 

I conducted a 2(Semantic Condition; Correct, Error) x 3(Age; 8-9, 12-13, Adults) 

repeated-measures ANOVA between 400-800 msec after target verb onset. The permutation 

analysis identified significant differences between conditions (F(1,95)=4.29, p<0.05, ηp2=.04), 

driven by a greater theta increase for semantic errors, when compared to semantically correct 

sentences at right frontal and parietal electrodes (Figure 2). The permutation analysis also 

identified differences between age groups (F(2,95)=4.94, p<0.01, ηp2=.09), as increases in theta 

became more robust as a function of age at right frontal and central electrodes.  
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Figure 1. ERPs for semantic error (red line) and correct sentences (black line) across all three 

age groups at left-central electrodes. Scalp maps represent the difference between conditions, in 

that red indicates the areas where an N400 effect was largest. 
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Figure 2. Changes in theta for semantic correct and semantic error from 400-800 msec. Increases 

in theta power (red) were greater for errors than semantically correct sentences. Red dots on the 

scalp maps denote electrodes identified as significantly different by the cluster correction 

analysis (p<0.05). The event-related spectral perturbations (ERSP) represent the average 

amplitude change across the significant cluster of electrodes circled in each corresponding 

scalpmap. Decreases are represented by blue, and increases by red. Significant differences across 

the -100 to 1000 msec time window are plotted in the far right spectrograms, as well as the 

spectrograms along the bottom row. 

3.2.2 Syntactic Task 

The current study sought to clarify the neural indices of real-time, auditory syntactic 

processing by investigating changes in the P600 effect and beta power, both of which have been 

associated with syntactic unification.   

P600 Effect. 

I conducted a 6(Location; Left Frontal, Right Frontal, Left Central, Right Central, Left 

Posterior, Right Posterior) x 2(Syntactic Condition; Correct, Error) x 3(Age; 8-9, 12-13, Adults) 

repeated-measures ANOVA between 550-750 msec after target verb onset. I hypothesized a 

group x condition interaction would be present, and it was (F(2,94)=4.24, p<.02, ηp2=.08), as 

was the main effect of condition (F(1,94)= 4.52, p<.04, ηp2=.05). No main effect of age was 
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present (F(2,94)= .97, p= 0.39, ηp2=.02). In this early time window, all ages exhibited a P600 

that was larger for semantic errors than correct sentences, but the location of this peak P600 

amplitude shifted from frontal to posterior locations as a function of increasing age. At the later 

time window (750-950 msec) a 6(Location; Left Frontal, Right Frontal, Left Central, Right 

Central, Left Posterior, Right Posterior) x 2(Syntactic Condition; Correct, Error) x 3(Age; 8-9, 

12-13, Adults) repeated-measures ANOVA revealed a group x condition interaction 

(F(2,94)=5.5, p<.005, ηp2=.10) and main effect of group (F(2,94)=3.3, p<.05, ηp2=.07). A main 

effect of location was moderately significant (F(5,475)=2.1, p=.06, ηp2=.02). In this later time 

window, adults demonstrated a significant P600 at left central and posterior electrodes (t(36)=-

3.5, p<.002, 95% CI [.31,1.18]), while 12-13 year olds demonstrated a significant P600 at 

widespread frontal electrodes (t(30)=-2.7, p<.02, 95% CI [.16,1.21]) and 8-9 year olds at left 

frontal and central electrodes (t(29)=-2.4, p<.03, 95% CI [-1.08,-.09]). 

Beta Power Changes. 

I conducted a 2(Syntactic Condition; Correct, Error) x 3(Age; 8-9, 12-13, Adults) 

repeated-measures ANOVA between 550-750 msec after target verb onset. In line with my 

hypothesis, the permutation analysis identified a significant interaction at right parietal electrodes 

(F(2,95)=5.58, p<0.005, ηp2=.11; see Figure 4) driven by greater decreases in beta for errors 

compared to correct sentences, that became more robust as a function of increasing age.  

I also conducted a 2(Syntactic Condition; Correct, Error) x 3(Age; 8-9, 12-13, Adults) 

repeated-measures ANOVA on a slightly later time window, 750-950 msec after target verb 

onset. In line with my hypothesis, the permutation analysis identified a significant interaction at 

left frontal and central midline electrodes (F(2,95)=3.53, p<0.04, ηp2=.07; see Figure 5), as well 

as a main effect of condition (F(1,95)=4.59, p<0.01, ηp2=.07). Decreases in beta were greatest 
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for errors compared to correct sentences, and this difference became more pronounced as a 

function of increasing age.  

 

Figure 3. ERPs for syntactic correct (black line) and syntactic error (red line) conditions across 

all three age groups. Scalp maps represent the difference between conditions, in that red indicates 

the areas where a P600 effect was largest. ERPs were plotted based on the location where effects 

were most robust. The black circles on each scalpmap represent which locations were averaged 

for the ERP.  
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Figure 4. Changes in beta for syntactic correct, syntactic intrusion error, and syntactic omission 

error conditions from 550-750 msec. Decreases in beta power (blue) were greater for errors than 

syntactically correct sentences, and decreased as a function of age. Red dots on the scalp maps 

denote electrodes identified as significantly different by the cluster correction analysis (p<0.05). 

The event-related spectral perturbations (ERSP) represent the average amplitude change across 

the significant cluster of electrodes circled in each corresponding scalpmap. Decreases are 

represented by blue, and increases by red. Significant differences across the -100 to 1000 msec 

time window are plotted in the far right spectrograms, as well as the spectrograms along the 

bottom row. 

 

 
Figure 5. Changes in beta for syntactic correct, syntactic intrusion error, and syntactic omission 

error conditions from 750-950 msec. Decreases in beta power (blue) were greater for errors than 

syntactically correct sentences, and decreased as a function of age. Red dots on the scalp maps 
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denote electrodes identified as significantly different by the cluster correction analysis (p<0.05). 

The event-related spectral perturbations (ERSP) represent the average amplitude change across 

the significant cluster of electrodes circled in each corresponding scalpmap. Decreases are 

represented by blue, and increases by red. Significant differences across the -100 to 1000 msec 

time window are plotted in the far right spectrograms, as well as the spectrograms along the 

bottom row.
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CHAPTER 4 

DISCUSSION 

The goal of the proposed study was to identify the neural correlates of natural language 

comprehension in typically developing children. Clarifying the developmental trajectory of 

language comprehension in typical populations is significant as it informs research, theory, and 

clinical applications for atypical populations. By focusing upon semantics and syntax, two 

linguistic components that are integral to successful speech comprehension, I uncovered 

significant developmental differences in the cognitive processes underlying sentence 

comprehension, as indicated by their EEG correlates. Similar to past research, the N400 and 

theta power were sensitive to semantic incongruency, and the P600 and beta power were 

sensitive to the presence of a syntactic error. Adding to past research, this study revealed 

significant developmental differences in semantic processing, as increases in theta for semantic 

errors became greater as a function of increasing age. The current study also added to research in 

adults, by identifying developmental changes in beta power during syntactic processing. 

Importantly though, beta was not a stable measure of syntactic processing in children. 

Specifically, there were not reliable differences between syntactically correct and incorrect 

sentences in children like there were in adults, suggesting beta may not be the most optimal 

measure of syntactic processing in children. Taken together, these findings support previous 

research suggesting there is a prolonged development of effective semantic and syntactic 

processing and their neural substrates; that continues through age 12 or later (Atchley et al., 

2006; Brauer & Friederici, 2007; Chou et al., 2006; Friederici & Hahne, 2001; Friedrich & 

Friederici, 2004; Silva-Pereyra et al., 2005). However, by using time frequency analysis during 
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naturally-paced, real-time auditory sentence processing I was able to establish a more 

comprehensive understanding of the developmental trajectory of naturalistic language 

comprehension and its’ underlying neural correlates.  

Similar to past studies, semantic errors in the current study elicited a larger N400 and 

greater theta power increase when compared to semantically correct sentences (Kutas & 

Federmeier, 2011; J. J. Van Berkum, 2009). The ERP analysis revealed no developmental 

differences, suggesting that more general aspects of semantic processing are at adult-like levels 

by age 8-9 years. Interestingly though, changes in the theta frequency were sensitive to more 

nuanced differences between age groups during processing of both semantically correct and 

incorrect sentences. Theta has been implicated in a range of cognitive processes, but is 

commonly considered an index of more subtle aspects of semantic processing including retrieval 

and integration during sentence comprehension (Bastiaansen et al., 2002; Bastiaansen et al., 

2010; Hagoort et al., 2004; Hald et al., 2006). In the current task, increases in theta became 

greater across semantic correct and incorrect conditions as a function of increasing age. These 

findings mirror the behavioral results, as performance on both the semantic correct and incorrect 

conditions improved as a function of age. The semantic task implemented in the current study 

was unique in that it introduced a mismatch in animacy that was more difficult for children than 

earlier studies of semantic development. By taxing semantic processing I was able to gauge 

developmental changes in theta that were not evident in the N400. These findings indicate that 

the N400 may be too gross of a measure to identify subtle developmental differences, as 

compared to theta. Taken together, these theta findings suggest the skills necessary to process 
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more demanding semantic information is ongoing into late childhood, and may potentially 

impact behavioral outcomes.  

The current study also aimed to clarify the neural correlates underlying syntactic 

development during auditory sentence comprehension. In line with previous studies 

implementing visual tasks, the P600 in the current study was larger for syntactic violations than 

syntactically correct sentences. These earlier studies have reported a smaller, later P600 response 

in children than adults (Friederici, 2006; Hahne et al., 2004), and my results corroborate those 

findings as 8-9-year-old children displayed a slightly later P600 effect compared to 12-13 year 

olds and adults. In addition to a developmental difference in timing, the location of the P600 

shifted from more frontal to posterior electrodes as a function of increasing age. While 

developmental research has demonstrated a right hemisphere lateralization of the P600 effect in 

children, this effect is reported as being greatest at posterior electrodes (Friederici & Hahne, 

2001; Hahne et al., 2004). In adults, a frontal P600 has been reported, but is considered a 

measure of ambiguity resolution, rather than an index of syntactic processing difficulty as 

measured by a posterior P600(Kaan & Swaab, 2002). Given that this developmental shift in 

timing and location of the P600 was also reflected in the beta results, it is possible that the 

cognitive skill being measured in children is related more towards resolving syntactic ambiguity, 

than indexing syntactic processing. More work is needed in this area to tease apart whether the 

pattern of the P600 presented here is related to developmental differences in the cognitive 

process underlying identification of a syntactic error.  

As previously mentioned, beta power increases throughout the course of a sentence, but 

decreases at the point of a syntactic error (Bastiaansen et al., 2010). Similar to these past results, 
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my findings demonstrate increases in beta during processing of grammatically correct sentences 

across all age groups; however, decreases in beta became more robust as a function of increasing 

age. Older children demonstrated a decrease in beta during the later time window (750-950 

msec), while younger children only demonstrated significant condition differences at the earlier 

time window (550-750 msec) --a finding that is somewhat contradictory to their delayed P600 

effect.  It remains unclear why younger children did not demonstrate significant differences 

between conditions in the later time window, but, in line with the frontal distribution of the P600, 

it is possible that they are recruiting an alternative cognitive process to identify the syntactic 

error. For example, beta is sensitive to difficulty of syntactic processing, as reflected by the 

significant beta decrease and posterior P600 effect in adults. However, if the frontal distribution 

of the P600 indicates that younger children are focusing upon resolving syntactic ambiguity, beta 

may not be sensitive to this difference. These findings indicate that there may be multiple 

correlates of syntactic processing developing at different rates. Additionally, it is possible that 

children are engaging a completely different cognitive correlate, such as working memory, to 

process a syntactic error and that neural differences are not present in beta but are present in a 

different frequency band. By using both ERPs and time frequency analysis we can better track 

this development and increase our understanding of how various cognitive correlates develop to 

support syntactic knowledge. While the current study was primarily focused upon changes in the 

beta band as they relate to syntactic processing in adults, future research aims to investigate the 

role of other cognitive processes (and other frequency bands) during sentence comprehension in 

children. Nonetheless, the current findings indicate syntactic processing skills necessary to 
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process complex syntactic errors during auditory language comprehension are still developing, 

even into early adolescence. 

Recent developmental neuroscience research has suggested that behavioral performance 

on a given task, cognitive skills, such as language ability or poorer working memory, or 

underlying brain structure may all contribute to developmental differences in neural 

activation(Brown, Petersen, & Schlaggar, 2006; Schlaggar et al., 2002). While the current study 

does not directly compare performance-based brain responses, error related responses were 

removed from the analysis so that only neural activation to correctly responded to items was 

examined, controlling for differences based on accuracy. In terms of whether age-related 

differences in the current study are attributed to differences in cognitive skills, there were 

significant differences between 8-9 and 12-13 year olds on measures of language ability (as 

measured by the CELF-5). Younger children also performed significantly worse on measures of 

working memory (as measured by the reverse digit span task), indicating that discrepancies in 

language abilities and working memory may account for developmental changes. While the role 

of language and working memory in sentence comprehension cannot be discounted, age-related 

neurological differences likely contribute to this variability. There is a consensus that more 

pathways are recruited at younger ages for the same tasks completed by adults. However, with 

experience and development, neural regions become more specialized, reducing the number of 

pathways than had previously been relied upon (Brown et al., 2006; Durston et al., 2006; 

Schlaggar et al., 2002). Taken together, I attribute the current developmental changes to 

differences in underlying brain structure and reorganization of neural networks, which may 

underlie differences in language ability, working memory and sentence comprehension.  
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The findings from the current study propose important considerations when studying the 

neurobiology of language comprehension in atypical populations. EEG research often accepts 

semantic and syntactic development as being at adult-like processing in early childhood. As a 

consequence, many studies of Specific Language Impairment (SLI) have focused on the earlier 

stages of development, leading to less information regarding the developmental progression of 

language comprehension and its’ neural indices (Haebig, Weber, Leonard, Deevy, & Tomblin, 

2017). This is especially interesting given that some children initially diagnosed with SLI appear 

to demonstrate close-to-normal language skills at later ages (Haebig et al., 2017). Based on our 

findings in both the theta and beta bands, it appears that specialization of skills necessary to 

process complex semantic and syntactic information during natural, auditory language is ongoing 

through early adolescence. Thus, if typical language development is ongoing, it seems 

reasonable that this ongoing development has implications for language skills in children with 

SLI.  

Given the complexity of integrating semantic and syntactic information quickly during 

auditory language processing, it is incredible that we do it with such ease. The current study 

focused upon the neural correlates underlying this complex, yet effortless process of natural 

language comprehension to better understand the developmental trajectory and interaction 

between both linguistics components. It is important to acknowledge that the children included in 

this study scored highly on measures of working memory and core language skills. While 

sampling was randomized, future research aims to identify if neural responses are similar in a 

sample with a greater range of abilities in these areas. Although the current study sought to add 

to past research by investigating comprehension of naturally-paced, auditory sentences, I 
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recognize that a great deal of work still needs to be done in understanding how these findings 

generalize to everyday language processing. Based on current advances in EEG research that 

allow one to measure conversational encounters shared between two individuals, future research 

seeks to understand how the current findings relate to everyday conversations. The current study 

also examined differences between developmentally distinct age groups; however, there were 

substantial individual differences within each group (as can be seen in the standard deviations 

reported in Table 4). It appears that individual variability decreased as a function of increasing 

age, but future work seeks to identify factors that may contribute to this individual variability. 

Additionally, although there are increasing numbers of studies investigating the relationship 

between neural oscillations (i.e., changes in theta and beta) and cognitive processes, my 

interpretations of the cognitive processes underlying neural dynamics are still speculative. 

Similar to the recommendation by (Bastiaansen, Mazaheri, & Jensen, 2012) one should be 

careful when interpreting changes within the same frequency band as being functionally or 

neurophysiologically related.  Future research should determine more clearly which neural 

processes are being identified by oscillatory dynamics. In spite of these potential limitations, the 

current study uncovered significant information pertaining to the ongoing development and 

specialization of semantic and syntactic skills into adolescence during naturally-paced, auditory 

language comprehension.
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APPENDIX 

LIST OF STIMULI 

Target 

Verb 

Correct Sentences  Semantic 

Error 

Intrusion 

Error 

Omission 

Error 

add While working the math problem, the calculator 

should be adding all the numbers together. 

sweep be add adding 

bake To cook the pie all the way through, the oven 

must bake it for thirty minutes. 

pour be bake baking 

bounce After you fill it with air, the ball should bounce 

high off the ground. 

feed be 

bounce 

bouncing 

buckle Before driving anywhere, the seatbelt should 

buckle to keep you safe. 

spin be buckle buckling 

burn To keep you warm, the fire should  be burning 

in the fireplace. 

lock be burn burning 

call To talk to your grandmother, the phone can call 

her house in Texas. 

wave be call calling 

carry On your way home from the store, your 

shopping bag can carry your groceries. 

write be carry carrying 

catch To win the baseball game, the glove must catch 

the ball to get the hitter out. 

burn be catch catching 

clean After dinner, the sponge can clean the dishes in 

the sink. 

pay be clean cleaning 

close In the summer, the door should close to keep all 

the bugs outside. 

spill be close closing 

comb After taking a shower, the brush can comb 

through her hair. 

swing be comb combing 

cost At the fair, the ticket will cost five dollars to 

ride the ferris wheel. 

hold be cost costing 

cut To wrap the present, the scissors should cut the 

wrapping paper. 

wipe be cut cutting 

draw To play hopscotch, the chalk can draw squares 

on the sidewalk. 

heat be draw drawing 

drive At the race track, the car should be driving fast 

if it wants to win. 

scoop be drive driving 

dry After swimming in the pool, the towel should 

dry your body off. 

cut be dry drying 

feed On thanksgiving, our dinner should feed up to 

eight people. 

shine be feed feeding 

fix According to the plumber, that tool should fix 

the leaking pipe. 

rhyme be fix fixing 
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flush In the bathroom, the toilet will be flushing water 

down the drain. 

comb be flush flushing 

fly During cloudy days, the airplane will be flying 

lower than usual. 

pound be fly flying 

glow Since it is very dark outside, the moon should 

be glowing bright in the sky. 

tear be glow glowing 

grow After it rains, the grass should grow at least one 

inch. 

seat be grow growing 

hang Throughout the country, the artist's painting will 

be hanging in many museums. 

catch be hang hanging 

heat Around dinner time, the stove will be heating 

up the soup. 

carry be heat heating 

hold At the library, the librarian's shelf will be 

holding the book you want. 

pop be hold holding 

honk On the road, the horn will be honking at cars in 

the way. 

buckle be honk honking 

lock Before you leave the house, the key should lock 

the front door. 

shoot be lock locking 

melt Before baking cookies, the butter should melt in 

the microwave. 

close be melt melting 

open Since the bug is stuck inside the car, the 

window should open to let it out. 

tick be open opening 

paint During art class, the paintbrush can paint a 

mural on the wall. 

bake be paint painting 

paste During craft time, the glue can paste the 

macaroni together. 

honk be paste pasting 

pay At the toy store, your money can pay for the 

doll you want. 

ring be pay paying 

play At the mall, Christmas songs might be playing 

to remind everyone of the holidays. 

drive be play playing 

poke While sewing the dress, a pin will be poking out 

of the sleeve. 

paste be poke poking 

pop Because you made it too big the bubble will pop 

all over you. 

tie be pop popping 

pound To build the house, the hammer will be 

pounding the nails into the wall. 

suck be pound pounding 

pour At the lemonade stand, the pitcher can pour 

lemonade in to everyone's cups. 

poke be pour pouring 

pull On the farm, the tractor will be pulling the hay. wash be pull pulling 

report In the morning, the newspaper will be reporting 

on the new baby bear at the zoo. 

bounce be report reporting 

rhyme For your English class, the poem should be 

rhyming about love. 

fix be rhyme rhyming 
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ring At the end of the school day, the bell will be 

ringing to let everyone go home. 

dry be ring ringing 

sail In the afternoon, the ship will be sailing across 

the ocean. 

hang be sail sailing 

scoop To serve the ice cream, the spoon can scoop it 

into a cone. 

clean be scoop scooping 

seat At the soccer game, the bench can seat the 

entire team during halftime. 

grow be seat seating 

shine During the night, the star will be shining bright 

in the sky. 

add be shine shining 

shoot To hit the target, the arrow must be shooting 

through the air at a very fast speed. 

pull be shoot shooting 

slice To be safe, the knife should be slicing away 

from your body. 

play be slice slicing 

spill Since it got knocked over, the bucket will be 

spilling soapy water all over the floor. 

sail be spill spilling 

spin In outer space, the Earth will be spinning slowly 

around the sun. 

cost be spin spinning 

spray Outside in the garden, the hose can spray water 

onto the flowers. 

paint be spray spraying 

suck At your house, the vacuum can suck dirt out of 

the carpet. 

fly be suck sucking 

sweep To clean the house, the broom can sweep dirt 

into the corner. 

call be sweep sweeping 

swing To hit the ball, the bat must swing through the 

air at just the right time. 

report be swing swinging 

tear While using the shredder, the paper will tear 

into a million tiny pieces. 

melt be tear tearing 

tick Throughout the competition, the clock will be 

ticking down until the alarm goes off. 

slice be tick ticking 

tie To keep the dog in the yard, the rope should tie 

him to the tree. 

flush be tie tying 

wash After playing outside, the soap can wash the dirt 

off your hands. 

draw be wash washing 

wave In the front yard the flag will be waving in the 

wind. 

open be wave waving 

wipe If the baby is sick, the tissue can wipe her nose 

off. 

glow be wipe wiping 

write Since it was just sharpened, the pencil should be 

writing very clearly on the paper. 

spray be write writing 

beep For dessert, the timer will be beeping to let you 

know the cake is ready to eat. 

brew be beep beeping 
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begin If you are ready, the play should be beginning 

in about five minutes. 

drip be begin beginning 

bloom Since it is springtime, flowers will be blooming 

everywhere outside. 

cool be bloom blooming 

break If you aren't gentle,  the plate might break while 

you are washing it.   

begin be break breaking 

brew Before breakfast, the coffee will be brewing in 

the kitchen. 

switch be brew brewing 

build To begin the construction project, the blocks 

should build the base of the house. 

chop be build building 

change At the intersection, the stop light might change 

from red to green. 

stain be 

change 

changing 

chop In the forest, the axe will chop down the trees. light be chop chopping 

cool After it finishes baking, the pie will be cooling 

on the counter. 

point be cool cooling 

cover At night, the blanket should cover the baby to 

help them sleep. 

kick be cover covering 

crack To cook breakfast, the egg must crack open into 

the pan. 

stop be crack cracking 

die Because you forgot to charge it, the car battery 

will die and we won't be able to drive 

anywhere. 

cover be die dying 

dig While gardening, the shovel can dig holes to 

plant the flowers in. 

store be dig digging 

drop Before it snows, all of the leaves should be 

dropping off the trees. 

warm be drop dropping 

burst At the birthday party, the water balloons will 

burst when they hit the ground. 

sit be burst bursting 

color During art class, the crayons can color the 

picture blue. 

protect be color coloring 

fall In the afternoon the weather man said that rain 

will be falling from the sky. 

stick be fall falling 

fill To make spaghetti, the pot must fill with boiling 

water first. 

die be fill filling 

freeze During the winter, water will freeze into ice 

outside. 

burst be freeze freezing 

give If you drink it took quickly, the milkshake will 

give you a stomach ache. 

slide be give giving 

fry If you are hungry, the pan can fry bacon and 

eggs to eat. 

lie be fry frying 

hide If you cannot find it, the shoe might be hiding 

underneath your bed.  

use be hide hiding 

help In the winter, the coat will help keep you warm. taste be help helping 
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hook To go on the camping trip, the trailer must hook 

onto the back of the truck. 

steam be hook hooking 

ice If it is cold, the driveway will ice over, making 

it hard to move your car. 

beep be ice icing 

mark On the map, the pen will mark where the 

treasure is hidden. 

smell be mark marking 

kick Since the door is locked, the boot might kick it 

open to get inside. 

freeze be kick kicking 

knock During the snow storm, the wind could knock 

over all of our yard furniture. 

scrub be knock knocking 

last If your refrigerate everything, the food should 

last until the end of the week. 

knock be last lasting 

lie Unless you pick it up, the shirt will be lying on 

the floor with the other dirty clothes. 

press be lie lying 

light Since the electricity is out, the candle can light 

up the room making it easier to see. 

last be light lighting 

mix To make pancakes, the spoon should be mixing 

the batter in the bowl. 

give be mix mixing 

move Throughout the afternoon, the train will be 

moving down the track. 

mark be move moving 

point While you are hiking, the compass will be 

pointing north to direct you back to camp. 

dig be point pointing 

protect Since you will be outside all day, the sunscreen 

should be protecting you from getting burned. 

turn be protect protecting 

rattle If it is loud enough, the thunder will rattle our 

windows during the storm. 

sink be rattle rattling 

scratch If you aren't careful when you move it, the table 

might scratch the floor. 

bloom be 

scratch 

scratching 

scrub To clean the house, the mop should scrub the 

floor clean. 

drop be scrub scrubbing 

show At midnight, the movie will be showing on the 

big screen. 

crack be show showing 

shut Since it is late at night, the mall will be shutting 

down soon. 

hide be shut shutting 

sink To keep the boat in one place, the anchor should 

be sinking to the bottom of the lake. 

ice be sink sinking 

sit Until you move it ,the chair will be sitting in the 

corner of the room. 

hook be sit sitting 

slide If you turn the car too quickly, all of our 

groceries will be sliding around in the back. 

sound be slide sliding 

smell If you forget to take it out, the trash will smell 

really bad. 

scratch be smell smelling 
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sound In the morning, your alarm will sound telling 

you to wake up. 

mix be sound sounding 

stain If you spill it, the sauce will stain your shirt. move be stain staining 

start After the commercial break, the race should be 

starting on channel nine. 

rattle be start starting 

steam If you shut the bathroom door, the shower will 

steam up all of the mirrors. 

start be steam steaming 

stick To hang the poster, the tape should stick to the 

wall. 

wait be stick sticking 

stop To follow the rules, the bike must stop at the 

stop light, just like the cars. 

fry be stop stopping 

store While you are away on vacation, the boxes will 

be storing your clothes in the closet. 

color be store storing 

switch Before you go to bed, the lamp should switch 

off so that it is dark. 

break be switch switching 

taste Since I added extra sugar, the cake will taste 

even sweeter than usual. 

show be taste tasting 

toast For breakfast, the bread should be toasting in 

the oven so I can eat. 

help be toast toasting 

turn On the boat, the wheel will turn towards the 

shore. 

shut be turn turning 

use Throughout the summer, the fan will be using 

electricity to keep the house cool. 

build be use using 

wait Under the tree, the presents will be waiting for 

you on Christmas day. 

fill be wait waiting 

warm Since I am very cold, the heater will be 

warming me up inside the cabin. 

change be warm warming 

drip Because you did not shut the water off, the sink 

will be dripping all through the night. 

toast be drip dripping 

press Since you have an interview today, the iron 

should press your shirt so that you look nice. 

fall be press pressing 
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